Simulation of Heat Radiation for High-power LED Liquid Packaging
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Abstract. With the power of LED gradually ascend, LED lighting lamps’ heat problems also increasingly exposed. The paper is around the study of high power LED packaging of liquid cooling. Through comparative analysis of DLC metal base, aluminum nitride ceramics and alumina ceramic thermal performance, it is found that traditional packaging junction temperature varies greatly, and liquid packaging junction temperature difference is small. Thus, heat is mainly dissipated through convection of liquid, and the difference of junction temperature is small.

Introduction

LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes) are the new competitive solidlighting devices in the twenty-first century. Compared with the traditional light sources, LEDs have long lifetime, high reliability and efficiency. With the “energy saving, low-carbon economy characteristics, LED is the trend of the times as the “fourth generation” lighting, and it has been widely used in many applications. However, the LED chip junction temperature is a critical factor which restricts the LED light source to be used in the automotive headlight. Currently, the power of modern LED chip for light is above 1W, even up to 5W, and the area of chip is less than 1mm², corresponding to 100 W/cm² of heat flux, which will result in high chip junction temperature [1], and the high junction temperature will greatly lead to the dominant luminescence wavelength drift, the decline of the optical efficiency, as well as the degradation lifetime of the phosphor [2]. As a result, the ability to thermally manage and reduce the chip junction temperature has become paramount in the overall development of LED automotive headlight [3]. In recent years, many researchers and the high-power LED manufacturers have launched a series of new enhanced LED chip cooling methods [4-7]. In this paper, the comparative analysis of the effect of DLC metal substrates, aluminum nitride ceramics, and alumina ceramic on the heat radiation for high power LED traditional packaging and liquid packaging.

Theoretical Model

Heat produced by chip ration, convection by liquid and air are loaded in the simulation. In generally, the photoelectric transformation efficiency of chip is 20%. The changed heat between wall and liquid is shown as equation (1).

\[ Q = h \times A \times \Delta T \]  

Where \( h, A \) and \( \Delta T \) are surface delivered heat coefficient, delivered heat area and temperature difference between wall and liquid, respectively. The convection is coefficient is 10w/m²°C, the room temperature is 25°C.

The heat radiation is simulated based on ANSYS finite analysis software. The array of chip on the base is 12×12, the power of all chips is 166W. Because the part of model is symmetric, the 1/4 model is studied in the paper. The three dimensional eight panel point unit of SOLID70 is selected in the course of heat analysis. The R,G,B three based chip is simplified by a unit in the simplified figure of chip model, as shown in figure 1. The size of chip is 1.5×2×0.01.
Results and Discussion

The DLC metal base, aluminum nitride ceramics base and alumina ceramic base are adopted, in order to analyse the effect of base material on the heat performance for high-power LED liquid packaging. The effect of the three base materials on heat performance for high-power LED by liquid packaging and traditional packaging is analysed comparatively. The highest temperature of LED chip is junction temperature in the paper, approximately. The LED temperature distribution of traditional packaging in different base is shown as figure 2.
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(a) DLC metal base (b) Aluminum nitride ceramics base (c) alumina ceramic base

The pn junction temperature of high-power LED by traditional packaging and liquid packaging on the three kinds different base is shown as table 1. It is founded that the heat radiation effect of DLC metal base is the best, and that of alumina ceramic base is the worst, as shown in figure 2. According to traditional packaging, the heat radiation channel is mainly from base to fins, then the heat of fins is distributed to air. The heat conduction coefficient of DLC metal base is the greatest, relatively to that of aluminum nitride ceramics base and alumina ceramic base. So, the heat radiation effect is better if the heat conduction coefficient of the base is greater.
The LED temperature distribution of liquid packaging in different base is shown as figure 3.
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Fig.3. The LED temperature distribution of liquid packaging in different base (a) DLC metal base (b) Aluminum nitride ceramics base (c) alumina ceramic base

The LED temperature distribution of liquid packaging in different base is shown as figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packaging type</th>
<th>Junction temperature of DLC metal(°C)</th>
<th>Junction temperature of Aluminum nitride ceramics(°C)</th>
<th>Junction temperature of Alumina ceramic(°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>63.427</td>
<td>64.925</td>
<td>76.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid packaging</td>
<td>40.639</td>
<td>40.874</td>
<td>41.075</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation result shows that the pn junction temperature of high-power LED by liquid packaging on the different base is little difference, and the junction temperature of liquid packaging is lower, relatively to that of traditional packaging. The majority of heat of high-power LED by liquid packaging is distributed by liquid convection, in additional to the heat radiation of base of that by traditional packaging. So, the influence of the heat conduction coefficient for the base on junction temperature is very little. The junction temperature of high-power LED by liquid packaging can be reduced greatly, the operational life of LED can be further increased, because of the fast heat radiation.

Conclusions

The effect of DLC metal base, aluminum nitride ceramics and alumina ceramic on the heat radiation performance of high-power LED by traditional packaging and liquid packaging has been analysed, comparatively. It is found that the pn junction temperature of high-power LED on the three kinds base by traditional packaging has very large difference, while that by liquid packaging has little different, because the majority of heat of high-power LED by liquid packaging is distributed by liquid convection. The LED chips can be effectively enwrapped by liquid, the operational life of high-power LED by liquid packaging can be effectively lengthened.
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